As educators, summer holds a special place in our heart. We look forward to a respite from teaching, from grading, and institutional meetings that, when combined, use up energy and yes, the patience of many academics. Summer is a time when many educators turn to their work to think, to write, to analyze, to learn new things, and to engage in activities that restores their passion and prepares them to return to the classroom and meetings in the fall.

This year was different. For many of us, the end of winter opened onto a new world of remotely teaching, socializing, taking care of ourselves and loved ones, and communicating with colleagues, friends, and family as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Some of us, depending on where we lived in the world and our living circumstances, felt isolated and unending aloneness. Others struggled to balance working from home, home-schooling, and caretaking; developed new ways of simultaneously tending to household and professional tasks; and felt crowded in their homes. We learned to grieve and to share joyous moments in our lives in ways we have not done before. Policies across countries varied and in some places, people felt supported by their government while in another locations, people felt disregarded.

And then on May 25, 2020, our world changed again. On this date, George Floyd, a Black man in the USA was killed by a White police officer, Derek Chauvin, during an arrest for passing a suspected counterfeit \$20 bill in Minneapolis. All over the world, people were horrified as they watched the video of the officer kneeing Floyd's neck for nearly eight minutes as the other officers at the scene prevented people from intervening. Floyd's death sparked protests across the USA and around the world calling for an end to the excessive force used by police officers against Black suspects and the lack of police accountability. Protests began in Minneapolis the day after Floyd's death and spread to over 400 cities throughout all 50 US states and internationally. Cries to *Defund the Police* were heard across the world and protesters urged reallocating the funding to police toward investments in housing, health, social services, and education. We taught one another how it was no longer acceptable to act in racist ways unintentionally, and that being "non-racist" was not enough, that we all must actively work to be "anti-racist" and dismantle systems designed to privilege one race over all others. There is a growing understanding that recognizing one's White privilege is only a step toward revoking white supremacy and that the evolution of the police force in many places was largely tied to racism and perpetuating the oppression of Black people. Many educators reviewed syllabi to integrate this recognition, to decolonize their curriculum, and to help prepare students for the enormity of the work that lies ahead.

The pandemic shone light on the disparities created by existing racist and neoliberal policies. Many of those who were already marginalized in 2019 were further marginalized in 2020, as we see deaths from COVID-19 being disproportionately experienced by people of color. Our world, wherever we live, is ailing and through the public and private suffering we have each endured from COVID-19 and the ongoing need to demonstrate dominance over one another, we know that the time has come for us to heal our earth and ourselves.

This issue, like every other issue of this Journal, seeks to bring awareness and knowledge but also to create equitable paths to have voices heard. With our Boards and reviewers, we work hard with authors from all over the world to bring their voices and perspectives to readers. There is little debate that those of us who have had privileged educational and employment opportunities are better positioned to carry out funded research and publish articles that meet what have been established as scholarly norms.

As Co-Editors, we challenge our contributors, readers, and reviewers to choose the harder path---to work with others whose voices are less often heard in academic settings such as journals. It is one of the ways our *Journal* can help dismantle the institutionalized inequities that exist in almost every sphere and society. We are asking more experienced writers and researchers to invite those whose voices are less often heard to join you on a research project or article, or for you to add your editing skills beyond what we can expect our publisher to provide, to help their voice be heard.

Therefore, we are asking reviewers, and many of our reviewers do this regularly (THANK YOU!), to work with authors whose presentation may need extra guidance. We all need to listen more to one another and hear perspectives outside our own, and we are asking that you help us do this. Our hope is to continue to receive high-quality articles sharing research findings, conceptual challenges, and insight into less known social issues, but we are asking you to think about the process of who contributes and how and help to raise up less-heard voices. As we were all once mentored, PAY IT FORWARD and we will all benefit.
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